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INTRODUCTION

Standard model of particles physics:
 - Elementary particles
     - Mesons (qq)
     - Baryons (qqq)
Other possibilities considered, nowadays. 
Why?
Since 2003 several observations not 
fitting the potential models
New possibilities:
 - tetraquarks
 - hybrids
 - molecular states
 - hadrocharmonium
 - pentaquarks
 - hexaquarks.....
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WHY CHARM- / CHARMONIUM?

Gell-Mann Zweig idea: Constituent Quark Model (CQM). Still valid since half century
   it classifies all known hadrons
QCD describes the force binding quarks into hadrons
Perturbation theory: limited applicability at scale corresponding to the separation between 
quarks inside hadrons
Many models available to describe spectra and properties of hadrons: those incorporating 
features of the QCD are the most useful
QCD-motivated models predict the existence of hadrons with more complex structures 
than simple qq or qqq.
Lot of experimental effort to prove it!
No unambiguous evidence for hadrons with non-CQM like structure has been found, but 
indeed....
The study of Charm-onium(-like) spectrum (e.g., c(c) + xx) have uncovered a number of 
candidates that not seem to conform CQM expectations
Exotic states are predicted to exist in the light meson spectrum
     difficult to disentangle from the dense background of conventional states
Charmonium spectrum provide a cleaner environment: cc + xx exotics easier to identify 
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QUARK BOUND STATES
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CHARM- AND CHARM-STRANGE SPECTRUM
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D
s

JP

Theoretical prediction have been in qualitative 
agreement with experimental results...until 2003!
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CHARMONIUM SPECTRUM
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more details in S. Lange talk, Wed. 17.01

line: observed           dashed: not observed yet
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For  >30 years theory and experiments agreed. 
Then something happened.

How has the story begun?
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For  >30 years theory and experiments agreed. 
Then something happened.

How has the story begun?
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 90 (2003) 242001
Observation of a Narrow Meson State Decaying to D+

s
π0 at a Mass of 2.32  GeV/c2

BaBar, accepted 17 June 2003
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For  >30 years theory and experiments agreed. 
Then something happened.

How has the story begun?
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 90 (2003) 242001 BaBar, accepted 17 June 2003

Phys. Rev. Lett. 91 (2003) 262001 Belle, accepted 23 December 2003

Observation of a Narrow Charmoniumlike State in Exclusive B±→K±π+π−J/ψ Decays

Observation of a Narrow Meson State Decaying to D+
s
π0 at a Mass of 2.32  GeV/c2
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“Observation of a narrow meson decaying to D+
s
π0 at a mass of 2.32-GeV/c2 “

Phys.Rev.Lett. 90 (2003) 242001
e-Print: hep-ex/0304021 
Experiment: SLAC-PEP2-BABAR

805 citations

BaBar experiment optimized for CP violation study, measurement of angles and sides of 
the CKM matrix. For comparison:

“Observation of CP violation in the B0 meson system”
846 citations

Phys.Rev.Lett. 87 (2001) 091801
e-Print:  hep-ex/0107013
Experiment: SLAC-PEP2-BABAR

HIGHLIGHT PAPER IN BABAR: D
s0

*(2317)+ 
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http://arXiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0304021
https://inspirehep.net/search?ln=en&cc=Experiments&p=119__a%3ASLAC-PEP2-BABAR&of=hd
http://arXiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0107013
https://inspirehep.net/search?ln=en&cc=Experiments&p=119__a%3ASLAC-PEP2-BABAR&of=hd


BABAR, PRL 90 (2003) 242001 BABAR, PRL 93 (2004) 181801

THE PUZZLING CASE OF D
s0

*(2317)+ AND D
s1

(2460)+ 
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Most of   theoretical  works   treat  
cs-systems  as  the  hydrogen atom 
(potential models, c = heavy quark):
D

s0
*(2317)+ and  D

s1
(2460)+ are

predicted, found with good accuracy 
but:

m(D
s0

*(2317)+) found 160 MeV/c2 lower

m(D
s1

(2460)+ ) found 120 MeV/c2 lower

than predicted  by potential models
D

s0
*(2317)+ is found below the DK threshold:

D
s0

*(2317)+ can in principle decay 

   - electromagnetically (no exp. evidence); or 

   - through isospin-violation D
s
+π0 strong decay

Is D
s0

* the missing 0+ state of the cs-spectrum? 

D
s1

(2460)+ is found in the inv. mass D
s
+γ 

Spin at least 1 
We can exclude the hypothesis 0+,  

    because D
s1

(2460)+D
s
+

Is D
s1

 the missing 1+ of the cs-spectrum?

Seen      

THE PUZZLING CASE OF D
s0

*(2317)+ AND D
s1

(2460)+ 
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THE PUZZLING CASE OF D
s0

*(2317)+ AND D
s1

(2460)+ 

Too narrow: 

need to measure its width

to disclose its nature:

UL(MeV@CL
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D
s0

*(2317)+
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PREDICTIONS FOR THE D
s0

*(2317)+ WIDTH 

[k
e

V
]
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How does the spectrum look like, nowadays?
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CHARM-STRANGE SPECTRUM, TODAY
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Most of the states fit the potential models
Exceptions: 

       D
s0

*(2317)+, D
s1

(2460)+ and D
s1-3

'(2860)+

28/11/17

CQM
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e+e CHARM(-STRANGE) CROSS SECTION

Sum of two body 
open charm final states

Phys. Rev. D79 (2009) 092001

via ISR

Phys. Rev. Lett. 98 (2007) 092001

Phys. Rev. D 82 (2010) 052004 

Via ISR
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LOOKING FOR EXOTIC STRUCTURES WITH 
DOUBLE CS QUARK CONTENT
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If X(4260) is 1-- charmonium state, it should decay mostly to open charm

If X(4260) is a tetraquark, it should decay to D
s
D

s
+

it does not happen @95%c.l. with 525 fb-1 (BaBar data set)!

Phys .Rev. D82 (2010) 052004Analyzing e+eD
s
+D

s
, e+eD

s
*+D

s
, e+eD

s
*+D

s

*

via ISR, BaBar looked for the X(4260)
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THE X(4140)
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The X(4140) was observed in the invariant mass system of J/KKK+K[ccss]
The X(4140) can be considered the strange counterpart of the X(3872)
Is the X(4140) a real particle?

2480±160 events

189±14 events 325±21 events346±20 events

(2010)
250±36 events75±10 events
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Exercise:
data comparison
(2015) does not show
big disagreement!

E.P, EPJ Web Conf 95 (2015)
05012 
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X(4140): INTERPRETATION
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1++

1++
0++

0++

In 2016 a new publication from LHCb 
(x10 data compared to 2010) 
1++ doublet → problem for diquark anti-diquark 
tetraquarks 
  Solution: interpret X(4140) as threshold effect
 J/ψφ hadro–charmonium: doublet o.k., but:

- sequence should be 0++, 1++, 0++, 1++

- m(J/)+m()= 4116 MeV 
→ positive „binding energy“ (~20 MeV) 
 molecules ? → no isospin! → η exchange

Karliner, Rosner, Nucl. Phys. A 954 (2016) 365
4289±150 events

ccss bound states: it wold be interesting to look for those in D
s
(*)D

s
(*) systems: C=1not seen here!

Remember: J/ is a “nice” object to reconstruct; D
s
* can be “nasty”: too many low momentum photons

Phys. Rev. Lett. 118 (2016) 022003
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LOW MOMENTUM PHOTONS: COMPARISON

reco. efficiency

 Belle can reconstruct photons at least 3 times better than LHCb:
- LHCb: pkeV/c

- BaBar, Belle: p>100 keV/c

PRD67 (2003) 032003
PLB538 (2002) 11

CERN-LHCb-PROC-2015-009
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CUSP EFFECTS

 Cusp = kink in the amplitude of an observable

 There is always a cusp at the opening of S-wave threshold

 To produce peaks as pronounced and narrow, non-perturbative interactions 

  among heavy mesons are needed  there should be a near-by pole

 How to distinguish S-matrix poles from cusps?

 - kinematic threshold cusps cannot produce narrow peaks in invariant mass      

   distributions in elastic scattering processes [Guo et al, PRD91 (2015) 051504]

 Cusps are seen mostly in low-mass meson spectrum
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 Is the X(4140) a cusp? A signal in D
s
(*)D

s
(*) would exclude its cusp hypothesis  

CUSP EFFECTS
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WHERE ELSE TO LOOK FOR CCSS POSSIBLE 
RESONACES?

B0
s 
 D

s
(*)+D

s
(*)

B0,±  J/±

e+e J/+ anything

e+e D
s
(*)+D

s
(*)+ anything

EXAMPLE
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HEXAQUARK SEARCH
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 Di-baryon search

- R.L. Jaffe (1977) predictions (udsuds)
- d*(2380) observed at WASA-at-COSY (2014) 
  in np scattering fits the theoretical prediction. 

Phys. Rev. Lett 112 (2014) 202301

DIBARYONS 

Theoretically these particles could form in the
interior of a neutron star. 

Accordingly, the study of neutron stars could fix 
constraints on di-baryon properties 
     quark-gluon plasma, new state of matter,...
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HEXAQUARK SEARCH
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 Other possibilities?

DIBARYONS & MORE... 

 Di-baryon search

- R.L. Jaffe (1977) predictions (udsuds)
- d*(2380) observed at WASA-at-COSY (2014) 
  in np scattering fits the theoretical prediction. 

Phys. Rev. Lett 112 (2014) 202301
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HEXAQUARK SEARCH
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 Other possibilities?

 3 D(*) meson bound states (non-strange 
 dibaryon predicted by Goldman in 1989) 

DD*D(*)

DIBARYONS & MORE...

X(3872)

3 c-quarks
S-wave X(3872)-D scattering cross 

    section can be evaluated

 Di-baryon search

- R.L. Jaffe (1977) predictions (udsuds)
- d*(2380) observed at WASA-at-COSY (2014) 
  in np scattering fits the theoretical prediction. 

Phys. Rev. Lett 112 (2014) 202301

Canham, Hammer, Springer, PRD 80 (2009) 014009
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HEXAQUARK SEARCH
WITH CS QUARK CONTENT

From X(3872)D(*) to X(4140) D(*)

Hyp: X(4140) D
s
(*)D

s
(*)

BaBar+Belle suitable for this search (1.5 ab-1)

Belle II: x50 Belle luminosity(~2025)

Calculation non trivial with s-quark

Expected reconstruction efficiency 1%

Analysis in continuum
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Future perspectives
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c
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Courtesy of S. Lange
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GSI, Darmstadt (DE)
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pp interaction, antiproton beam up to 15.0 GeV/c
Direct access to all quantum number
High precision: will measure width 50 keV
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LHCb: p

MeV/c

BaBar, Belle(II): p>100, p>150 MeV/c

PANDA: p>30 MeV/c

WIDTH OF THE D
s0

*(2317)+ 

pp cross sections in the open-charm sector 
not measured yet (assumption: 1-100 nb) 

Threshold scan to measure (D
s0

*(2317)+) 

  ppD
s0

*(2317)+D
s
, D

s0
*(2317)+D

s


 - Important role of HESR: p/p < 10-4

 - Search for new decay modes of D
s
(*)

 - Chiral symmetry breaking studies

    
PANDA

unique case!
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UL(), LHCb    ~1 MeV
UL(), Belle     ~500 keV
UL(), PANDA > 56 keV   

CHARM-STRANGE SPECTROSCOPY AT PANDA

ICHEP2014, HADRON2017
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initial
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D

s
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Sig+comb  bkg
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pp Ds−Ds0*(2317)+

Ongoing PandaRoot simulations

PandaRoot MC
simulations

M. Mertens PhD thesis, FZJ

CHARM-STRANGE SPECTROSCOPY AT PANDA
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ICHEP2014, HADRON2017

TOYMC

TOYMC

TOYMC
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EXTRAPOLATIONS 
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Ds0*(2317)

PANDA

HADRON2017
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D
s0

*(2317)+ REMARKS 

Two scenarios:
- the  D

s0
*(2317)+ is a meson: if a signal is found in D

s
D

s0
*(2317)+ this can be a 4-quark state

- the D
s0

*(2317)+ is a tetraquark: if a signal is found in D
s
D

s0
*(2317)+ this can be hexaquark

Known limit of Belle in width measurement:

PRL 84 (2000) 2593
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MEASUREMENT OF NARROW WIDTH AT BELLE 

PRD 84 (2011) 052004

MeVc.l.

Control sample used for this analysis: 
B  2s

MeV

A bias of (0.13±0.11) MeV has to be subtracted

Sensitivity to sub-MeV regime!
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SUMMARY

40

 Exploring hadrons with cs quark content is important
 Charm-strange spectrum still under study from experimental point of view
 Search for four- and six quark states at the beginning

 e+emachineslimitation in measuring the narrow width, but
               Belle demonstrated sensitivity up to 300 keV ()
 Belle+BaBar combined analysis expected to contribute: 
                              high profile analysis!

DFG approved project @ Juelich:
          “Search for four- and six quark states with cs quark content”

 Future pp machines suitable for this search
 Difficult theoretical predictions in evaluating ppopen charm cross section:
 data are needed!

First combined BaBar+Belle analysis in spectroscopy
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Thank you
for your 

kind attention!
e.prencipe@fz-juelich.de
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